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TSM - Time Slotting Management
About
TSM or Time slot management is a webtool that helps you to optimize your yard planning. Improve the 
overview on your planning and capacity and schedule your employees for the right moments. An improved 
schedule reduces waiting times and increases producivity. Peaks are flattened by scheduled slots due to 
the fine-tuning of these registrations of your warehouse software.

The slotting system allows integrations with external systems.

Functionalities
TSM facilitates the booking process. First, the transport company selects which actions need to be executed 
(loading, unloading, both) and fills in one or more references.

The system calculates the needed time for a certain loading-/unloading task following the configuration 
and renders all the possible timeslots available within those templates.

The transport company selects the appropriate hours from a list of all possible timeslots.

A print can be made from all bookings (all documents will be adjusted to a customized structure  
including logo).
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Possibility to integrate with host systems or mobile devices.

Intended for
This tool is suitable for companies that:
 - Want to improve the management of their Dock&Yard
 - Want to improve capacity problems concerning employees
 - Want to reduce waiting times
 - Want to improve general productivity

Execution
WMS Warehouse Management System
MES Manufacturing Execution System
WCS Warehouse Control System
VOI Voice Connector
TMS Transport Management System
TSM Time Slotting Management

Integration
EDI Electronic Date Interchange
PTS Web Portals
CIP Carrier Integration Platform
HIP  Host integration Platform

1. WMS 7. EDI3. WCS 9. CIP2. MES 8. WPT4. VOI 10. HIP5. TMS 6. TSM

Execution Integration

C&W Logistic Software Suite
TSM is part of the C&W Logistic Software Suite which can support you in all execution and integration 
aspects of your logistics business processes.


